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and ready for the day's task, which I began with a vigorous
round-up of desert Mantids on the gravel—I never saw as
many elsewhere as here. I also picked up a worn marine
fossil embedded in a pebble fragment and examined the
buried sites of the numerous well shafts. 'Ali did not know
how many there might be, but I counted six, three of which
seemed from the familiar raised circuits of dung mould to be
comparatively recent. There were probably others I did
not see, but the one we had used appeared to be the only one
in active commission.
Meanwhile my companions again watered the camels
which were driven in from the morning pasturing in excellent
fettle. And at 8 a.m. we regretfully left the most charming
site we had yet struck for camping. Suwid was loud in
praise of its pasture as we rose out of the basin to ride on a
compass course set by myself due south. After nearly three
hours on that bearing I turned due west in the direction of
Wabar, and my companions amused themselves testing my
sense of locality. I came through the ordeal well enough, but
there was a chorus of admiration when at length we saw the
cone of Qauz al Ishara straight ahead of us. Salih went into
raptures over the advantages of a compass, and the rest were
impressed, for it had irked them to be marching at my dicta-
tion towards nothing. They would have preferred to make
a bee-line back to the ' ruins.'
On the southward tack I had myself set 'Ali a problem.
You know, I said, that on this bearing we should cross the
last year's tracks of Hamad ibn Sultan and the Christian.
Can you find them ? You know both Turaiqa and Faraja
and should be able to tell me when we cross their route. In
due course we saw a domed ridge of sand, which 'Ali named
Al Qasima, the pasture-divide between the two wells. We
marched on a little and 'Ali stopped. We are now, he said, on
the line between the wells but the sand has covered the
tracks. He cast about, however, and suddenly pointed to
something on our right. Do you see, he asked, the dung of
their camels ? We turned aside to investigate, and there
were a few pellets half buried in the sand. But how can you
identify that stuff ? I asked. It may be of some grazing

